We report on the demonstration of ion-photon entanglement and Bell inequality violation in a system of trapped 138 Ba + ions. Entanglement between the Zeeman sublevels of the ground state of a single 138 Ba + ion and the polarization state of a single 493 nm photon emitted by the ion with a fidelity of 0.84 ± 0.01 was achieved, along with a Bell signal of 2.3, exceeding the classical limit of 2 by over eight standard deviations. This system is a promising candidate for a loophole-free Bell inequality violation test as the wavelengths of the transitions of 138 Ba + are in the visible region and thus suitable for long range transmission over fiber optic cable.
INTRODUCTION
The generation of entanglement is an essential tool for the realization of scalable quantum computing and long distance quantum communication. The ability to entangle a photon for reliable long range quantum communication and another particle with a long-term quantum memory would allow for the construction of such a scalable quantum network. Large strides have been made towards this in many different physical media. Entanglement and the means for communication have been demonstrated most recently in quantum dots [1] [2] [3] , nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond [4] [5] [6] , neutral atoms [7, 8] , atomic ensembles [9, 10] , superconducting qubits [11] [12] [13] , and ions [14, 15] . Here we report on entanglement and Bell inequality violation in a system of a photon and a 138 Ba + ion. This system is particularly well suited for quantum computation [16] and communication because its transitions have relatively long wavelengths making them more suitable for long range fiber optic transmission.
In this experiment, entanglement was produced by spontaneous emission of a photon from an excited 138 Ba + ion with multiple decay channels similar to [15] . The two entangled qubits were the Zeeman sublevels of the 6S 1/2 ground state of the ion and the emitted photon's polarization. Entanglement was verified by performing state detection on each qubit in two non-orthogonal bases.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The famous 1935 paper by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen concluded that the description of reality given by the wave function in quantum mechanics was not complete [17] . This was based on the observation that entangled quantum systems require nature to be nonlocal or non-real. However in 1964, John Bell demonstrated that the principles of locality and realism assumed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen in their paper were inconsistent with the predictions of quantum mechanics [18] .
The mathematical formalism he presented gave an inequality that must be obeyed by any theory satisfying local realism. Many experimental tests have shown violations of some form of the Bell inequality [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , however none have simultaneously closed both of the major loopholes (the detection, or "fair sampling," loophole and the locality loophole) associated with such a measurement.
In our experiment, we demonstrate violation of the Bell inequality of the form suggested by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) [25] . Experimental tests of the CHSH inequality have three requirements: (1) repeated creation of entangled pairs of qubits, (2) the ability to rotate each qubit independently through a polar angle θ a , θ b on the Bloch sphere, and (3) state measurement of each qubit. CHSH show that all theories satisfying local realism must obey the following inequality:
(1) where
is a correlation function measurement, and f αβ (θ a , θ b ) is the fraction of the total events in which qubits A and B are found to be in states denoted by α and β respectively following rotations of the qubits by polar angles θ a and θ b respectively on the Bloch sphere. Quantum mechanics predicts that the CHSH inequality can be violated for particular entangled states and measurements. For example, given the Bell state
, one calculates the corresponding correlation function P (θ a , θ b ) = cos(θ a − θ b ). This results in a violation of Eq. (1) for certain angles and maximum violation S = 2 √ 2 for θ a,a ′ = 0, π/2 and
The Bell signal measured in an experiment can be reduced, however, by infidelity in the state that is produced. A measure of entanglement fidelity can be found by calculating a state's overlap with the appropriate maximally entangled Bell state [26] . Thus with respect to the particular Bell state
, the fidelity is given by the expectation value of the density matrix (ρ) in the Bell state:
where ρ is given in the computational basis, {|00 , |01 , |10 , |11 }. The first two density matrix elements are just the correlation probabilities of detecting the states |0 A with |0 B and |1 A with |1 B . These correlation probabilities (ρ ii ) are given by the probability of detecting qubit B in the state corresponding to i multiplied by the conditional probability of detecting qubit A in the state corresponding to i given that the state of qubit B is the state corresponding to i. The second two elements can be determined by rotating each qubit's measurement basis by the polar angle With φ set to zero, one finds that
Thus we find a lower bound for the fidelity expressed in terms of the correlation probabilities in the original and rotated bases:
One also finds the expected Bell signal for the angles of maximal violation from the density matrix in the unrotated and rotated bases (with the relative phase of the rotation φ = 0) of:
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The ion was confined in a linear Paul trap and Doppler cooled on the 6S 1/2 to 6P 1/2 transition with a 493 nm laser. A 650 nm laser was used to repump from the long-lived 5D 3/2 state (lifetime ≈ 80 s [27] ) to which the 6P 1/2 state may decay. An applied magnetic field B ≈ 2.4 gauss provided a quantization axis, and a circularly polarized beam of 493 nm light aligned parallel to the quantization axis was used for optical pumping to either of the two Zeeman sublevels of the 6S 1/2 ground state.
Ionic qubit state detection was accomplished by the use of a stabilized 1762 nm fiber laser to drive the "shelving" transition from the 6S 1/2 (m J = − metastable sublevel (lifetime ≈ 30 s) using adiabatic rapid passage sweeps [28, 29] . Once excited to the 5D 5/2 shelved state, the ion is removed from the cooling cycle and will appear "dark" while the cooling lasers are incident on the ion, whereas an unshelved ion will be "bright."
A dedicated wire loop in the vicinity of the trap inside the vacuum chamber was used to generate a tunable radio frequency (rf) magnetic field in order to drive magnetic dipole transitions between the Zeeman sublevels for the necessary ion qubit rotations. An rf synthesizer (based on a direct digital synthesis (DDS9910) chip) generated a stable sinusoidal voltage which was amplified and dropped over a 50 ohm rf resistor for impedance matching, producing an oscillating current in the loop. This setup allowed for ion qubit rotations with a tunable phase. An example of ground state Rabi oscillations is shown in Fig. 1 . The reduction in contrast is due to imperfect optical pumping (≈ 98%) and shelving efficiency (≈ 97%).
Spontaneously emitted photons on the 6P 1/2 to 6S 1/2 transtion were collected through an f /2.8 lens while other wavelengths were extinguished by an interference filter.
Photon collection occurred along a direction perpendicular to the quantization axis. The two transitions of note in this experiment, σ − and π, are emitted into the dipole radiation patterns |σ
(cos(θ)|θ − i|φ ) and |π = − sin(θ)|θ . Thus, perpendicular to the quantization axis, i.e. θ = π 2 , the two polarizations are linear and orthogonal, with their relative intensity differing by a factor of 2. A λ/2 waveplate along the imaging axis allowed for rotations of the photonic qubit. After passing through a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), where σ − and π correspond to S and P polarizations, respectively, in the unrotated photon basis, the photons were detected at one of two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) each with quantum efficiency η ≈ 0.2.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental cycle, resulting states, and the energy level diagram for 138 Ba + are detailed in Fig. 2 . The experimental cycle (≈ 17 kHz rep rate) consisted of four major steps. First the ion was Doppler cooled for 30 µs. Next the ion was pumped to the 6S 1/2 (m J = − 2 ) sublevel (lifetime ≈ 8 ns [30] ) with a 20 ns exposure to the optical pumping beam. This was followed by photon-and ion-state detection. The photons were detected by the PMTs inside a detection window of 20 ns, delayed somewhat from the excitation pulse. The excitation pulse length, detection window, and its delay were optimized to reduce background counts and double excitations while maintaining a reasonable experimental rate. Following a single photon detection, the ion state was determined by a shelving pulse followed by Doppler cooling. "Dark" state detection efficiency was ≈ 97% limited by the shelving efficiency, and "bright" state detection efficiency was > 99%.
The resultant entangled state from the spontaneous decay of the ion is
|π ↓ as it decays to either the 6S 1/2 (m J = + 1 2 ) or 6S 1/2 (m J = − 1 2 ) sublevel while emitting either a σ − or π photon respectively with equal probability. However, along the imaging axis, the radiation patterns of the two polarizations differ by a factor of two. Thus the ideal measured state is
|π ↓ whose overlap with a Bell state is 0.97.
We first measured the correlation between the ionic and photonic qubits by varying the photonic measurement basis with the λ/2 waveplate. Without rotating the ionic qubit, the state probabilities are proportional to sin 2 (
), thus correlation fringes are produced with varying θ photon . At each waveplate setting, 100 runs were taken, and the conditional probabilities were plotted in Fig. 3 (i) . At the rotation angle corresponding to maximum correlation, 1000 runs were taken for better statistics in the fidelity calculation.
Then to verify entanglement, the ionic and photonic qubits were both rotated by π 2 on the Bloch sphere, and the correlation was measured while varying the phase of the ionic qubit rotation, φ I . The relative phase of the ionic versus photonic qubit rotations is given by φ = δτ + φ I , where δ = 2π(6.82 MHz) is the ground state Zeeman splitting and τ is the time delay between emission of the photon and application of the ionic qubit rotation. If one assumes that δτ is constant, then varying φ I will produce correlation fringes since the state probabilities are proportional to 1 ± cos φ. At each φ I setting, 500 runs were taken, and the conditional probabilities were plotted in Fig. 3 (ii) . At the maximum correlation, 2000 runs were taken for better statistics in the fidelity calculation. Following these measurements, a CHSH measurement was made with a relative phase φ = 0 using those rotations resulting in a maximal violation of Eq. 1.
The entanglement generation rate depends on the probability of success P of a single experimental run which relies on the excitation probability and the probability of detecting the spontaneously emitted photon. Given an excitation probability (P exc ≈ 0.2) along with the branching ratio to the ground state (f = 0.75), the quantum efficiency of the PMTs (η ≈ 0.2), fraction of solid angle of light collection ( (ii) state initialization is performed with 10 µs of optical pumping by a σ − -polarized 493 nm beam followed by (iii) an 18 µs rf π-pulse resonant with the 6.82 MHz ground state separation; (iv) the ion is weakly excited with the σ − -polarized beam; (v) the excited ion decays emitting a σ − -polarized or π-polarized photon, resulting in the corresponding ground state sublevel, and (vi) ion detection is performed using the 1762 nm shelving beam, followed by turning on the cooling lasers. (Color online.) be R = P (17 kHz) = P exc f η( 
RESULTS
The correlation fringes in the measured conditional probabilities of the photonic and ionic qubit states are plotted in Fig. 3 . We find a maximal correlation of P (P|bright) = 0.05 ± 0.01, P (P|dark) = 0.95 ± 0.01, P (S|bright) = 0.97 ± 0.01, and P (S|dark) = 0.03 ± 0.01 for the unrotated bases and P (P|bright) = 0.12 ± 0.01, P (P|dark) = 0.88 ± 0.01, P (S|bright) = 0.88 ± 0.01, and P (S|dark) = 0.12 ± 0.01 for the rotated bases where the errors given are statistical for 1000 and 2000 successful trials, respectively. The correlations in the rotated basis are weaker largely due to timing jitter in the application of the ion state rotation. From this we use Eq. 5 to calculate the entanglement fidelity to be F ≥ 0.84 ± 0.01, which clearly exceeds the limit of F > 0.5 for entanglement [31] .
The CHSH measurement was made using the maximally violating qubit rotation angles θ a,a ′ = 0, 4 . The four correlations were measured in two ways: first using the a, a ′ rotations for the ion qubit, and second using the a, a ′ rotations for the photonic qubit. 2000 successful entanglement events make up each correlation measurement. From these measurements, we find a Bell signal of S = 2.293 ± 0.036 for the first case and S = 2.303 ± 0.036 for the second case. The errors are statistical and the Bell signal exceeds 2 by over eight standard deviations. A summary of these results is displayed in Table I . Note that based on the fidelity of the entangled state, we use Eq. 6 to calculate an expected Bell signal to be S = 2.373 ± 0.027.
The fidelity and Bell signal are reduced by several factors. Multiple excitations (5%), imperfect rotation of the ionic qubit due to different arrival times of pho- tons within the 20 ns PMT detection window (3%), mixing of photon polarizations (0.5%), background and dark counts (3-5%), imperfect PBS (4%), and magnetic field fluctuations (6%).
CONCLUSIONS
The ion-photon entanglement demonstrated here allows for the construction of a quantum network over a large distance. Especially interesting would be a loophole free Bell inequality test using photon mediated entanglement swapping between distant ion-photon entangled pairs.
138 Ba + is especially suited for this due to the high fidelity of ion state detection and the relatively low attenuation of 493 nm light over fiber optic cable. In this case high efficiency of the collection of photons from one entangled ion-photon pair would significantly increase the experimental rate of ion-ion entanglement generation. Using a parabolic mirror trap, our group has recently attained as much as 40% light collection efficiency from a single trapped ion [32] . Future work includes improvement of entanglement fidelity by the use of ultrafast pulses in order to approach unit excitation with a single pulse, thus eliminating multiple excitations and background counts.
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